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Dreading Mornings
Benefits on starting school at a later time

Nydia Kuo
Staff Writer
Almost having a heart attack from the annoying
alarm you set is not the
best way to wake up, especially when it’s early in the
morning. Unfortunately,
teenagers can’t do anything
about waking up early; after all, education awaits.
The first thing people always think of when
they hear students say, “I
didn’t get much sleep last
night” is always related to
school, usually taking into
account procrastination
such as last-minute studying for the test students
wish they never needed
to take. In addition, there
are still students who have
trouble balancing their
busy schedules and heavy
workload from school
(and maybe have some
break time here and there).
It is quite apparent that
lack of sleep not only hinders one academically but
also mentally when their
health and daily life get
affected. According to the

According to the website Vittana, “Sleep deprivation can cause a number of different
bothersome symptoms in kids of any age. A loss of sleep disrupts the normal functioning of a child’s attention span. They can struggle to focus on their environment, sensory
inputs, and the classroom. A lack of sleep creates a delayed reaction time, irritability,
depressed mood, forgetfulness, clumsiness, and trouble learning new concepts.”
website Centers for Diseases Control and Prevention,
high schoolers who don’t
get enough sleep are more
likely to be overweight, not
engage in daily physical
activity, suffer from symptoms of depression, devel-

op bad habits (like ruining
sleeping schedules), and
last but not least, perform
poorly in school. The recommended sleep time
for teens is eight to ten
hours, but for some, getting seven hours of sleep

on some days throughout the school week is a
blessing already. Having
six different classes with
different homework to do
takes time. With time slipping past our fingertips, we
sacrifice the time we use to

sleep for more study time.
There are probably students that do not have
the worry of not getting
enough sleep, but for people who have trouble finishing their work on time,
they either have to sleep
early and wake up when the
sky is still dark to finish it,
or they don’t rest until they
are done with their work.
By sleeping late and waking up early, students may
be too exhausted to enjoy
school when they just want
some time to rest their tired
minds. neaToday website
mentions the result of a
school starting later was
students becoming more
engaged in class, fewer absences and tardiness, and
final grades increasing by
about 4.5 percent. Students
not only get these benefits
when they get more time
to sleep, but the chances
of having any of the health
issues mentioned before
Continued on page 6

Is the Calendar Shift Finally Taking Place?

This year may actually be the year we have finals before winter break
Khushi Kanchibotla
Staff Writer
Congratulations!
We
have all successfully survived the first semester of
the 2019-2020 academic
year. With finals over, we
only have four and a half
months of school left. But
what if those four and a
half months became only
four months? Thanks to
the efforts to integrate
the calendar shift into
the school district, this
could soon be a reality.
The calendar shift is
something most students
at American have heard
about. The purpose of
this project is to push our

school calendar forward
to start in mid-August in
order to have finals before
winter break. The idea is
that this change would
promote a better learning
environment for numerous students, including
AP students, ELL students,
and student athletes. Additionally, teachers benefit
from this shift as well, in
terms of how much time
they have to grade finals
and teach the curriculum in a grading period.
“So the whole calendar
[would] essentially [be]
shifted backward...we will

start school a little earlier, and we would also end
earlier. The main thing is
that the semester one final would be before winter
break, so we would have a
whole break to recuperate
after that,” explains Lavanya Neti, a junior and a member of the SURFBoardE
(Students United for the
Representation on the Fremont Board of Education).
SURFBoardE is an organization that voices
students’ opinions to the
Board of Education. Each
school has three representatives from each Fre-

mont high school. They
meet bi-monthly to discuss students’ concerns
and plan the District Representative
Conference.
The fight for the shift
in the calendar has been
going on for many years.
Students hope every year
that the upcoming academic year would see the
shift implemented. Every
year, students are informed
about the shift, so what
makes it different this year?
Neti says, “In the beginning, we just needed
to gain support and inform people about what

the shift is. Now, we are
trying to get that final
push and get it passed by
the district. We have already posted this, and it is
on the negotiating table.”
Students are a vital part
of this shift. The calendar
shift would have a major impact if it took place.
Fall sports wouldn’t start
before school, and teachers could better utilize
class time for AP exams
instead of having a month
of class after the exams.
However, for this to be imContinued on page 7
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Dear Eagles,
After a grueling finals
week, we’ve finally made
it to second semester! All those sleepless
nights spent cramming
for tests have passed, and
now, a fresh start awaits.
But what if we could have
ditched this stress even earlier and started the second
semester weeks ago? That
could very well be a reality in the future—as you
can read in this issue, there
have been renewed efforts
to push the calendar shift
throughout the district,
in which the school year
would start earlier, finals
would be moved to be before winter break, and first
semester would end earlier.
Regardless, second semester is something that I
personally have been looking forward to for quite a

while. For us seniors, this
marks the beginning of the
end. There’s a lot that’s going to be happening in the
whirlwind of the next few
months, and it’s starting
to sink in that this will be
my last semester of high
school. These are my last
few months of being at
American, and as things
start wrapping up, it’s hard
not to think back and reflect on the past four years.
In the “Mid-Year Crisis,”
you’ll be able to see several
seniors look back on their
experiences, recounting
some regrets about things
they would do differently as
well as reminiscing about
their favorite memories.
One of my own favorite memories throughout
high school has definitely
been joining the staff and
editorial team of the Eagle Era. When I checked

The Burden of Winter Break
Opinions on administration’s choice to hide
Schoolloop grades over break
Liana Dong
Staff Writer

the box for “Journalism 1”
on my course registration,
way back in English class
of sophomore year, I had
no idea just how much I’d
gain and learn from being
part of the Eagle Era. Yet,
through working on a variety of articles over the
past two years, I’ve had the
chance to meet and talk to
a wide range of students,
staff, parents, and community members about issues
that affect the American
community. Through conducting interviews, I’ve
learned a lot about individuals on campus who I
might not otherwise have
had the chance to talk to,
and it’s been a privilege to
connect with so many different people in the student
body in this way. In addition, Journalism is different from most electives in
that every member of the
class is contributing to a
real project that is published at the end of each
month. You aren’t just doing assignments that will
only be seen by your teach-

er; you’re writing articles
that will make an impact
on the whole school, and
that in itself is a responsibility that is as thrilling as it is demanding.
Since course registration
is coming up, I encourage
you all to consider joining
the staff of the Eagle Era
for the upcoming 20202021 school year. You’ll be
signing yourself up for the
chance to meet incredible
people, work with a dedicated and passionate team,
learn important journalistic foundations, and
most of all, make memories while contributing
to a publication that positively affects our school.
Joining Journalism has
been one of the best choices I’ve made throughout
the past four years, and I
hope you’ll consider doing so as well. We’d love
to see you on our team.
Sincerely,
Annie Liu
Co-Editor-in-Chief

On behalf of the Eagle Era, we would like to apologize for any misunderstandings or ill intentions that
Historically, winter break
Assistant principal Ms. were implied by the “News on the News” article in the
for many students at Amer- Diaconis explains, “It was previous issue. By including Shreya Ramachandran’s
ican has been a period of a district-wide adminis- (11) accomplishments with The Grey Water Project and
completing
homework trative decision from what her experience with the news, we intended to connect
and studying for finals. I understand, and this was her story to a topic about our school’s involvement with
However, for winter break really to help students have news coverage. We did not wish to overshadow or doubt
this year, American High a school and personal life Ramachandran’s achievements, which are clearly a prodadministration
decided balance. It is tempting as a uct of her dedication and passion.
to hide grades over break student to utilize [break as
Thank you for your understanding and your support.
on students’ School Loop an opportunity to work],
accounts in an attempt to especially if they need to
alleviate this stress. In a make up assignments or “I heard that [administra- ing to be expected of them
Loopmail sent to the stu- study, [or] to have access to tion] didn’t want students or due soon, they may just
dent body on the Thursday their scores to know what contacting their teach- spend break working on
before break started, Ms. they're missing. But [from] ers about their grades that, which sort of defeats
Barrington explained its the feedback that we've re- over break. I avoided my the purpose of no stress.”
purpose as “[encouraging] ceived from students, staff, grades anyway, so it didn’t
Mr. Hashimoto thinks
all students to use our Win- and parents, it's all the stu- really matter for me.” this would be a good idea,
ter Break to rest and re- dents do during that time.”
An alternative to this explaining,“If we’re realcharge.” However, students
Students had differ- approach is turning off all ly going to shut School
and staff had conflicting ing opinions on the shut- aspects of School Loop, Loop down, then I guess
opinions on how effective down of the gradebook. including the gradebook, we should shut every part
this initiative really was.
Derek Pan (12) says, “I assignment list, and locker. of it down, [as long as]
“I thought it was a good was talking to one of my
“I do believe this is you were given around
idea, because we’re not sup- friends about it, and I was a pilot . . . and with the a week to download all
posed to assign work over like, ‘Why can’t we see our first round of everything, that information. Some
break,” math teacher Mr. grades? That’s stupid.’ But there's feedback received,” teachers give projects
Hashimoto says. “It gave my friends argued that Ms. Diaconis notes. “Per- way in advance, so you
students the opportunity it also hides your grades haps that is something that would need access if you
to get away from school from parents, so they administration, if this is don’t print [the resourcand enjoy their time off, es- won’t yell at their kids.” done, will explore as well es] out beforehand. How
pecially because [at AmerOthers were unsure moving forward in future many people had stuff due
ican] there’s so much focus about the motives of the breaks. Taking down the [right] before winter break
on academics and not [on] shutdown, but were not grades and what [students started and would forenjoying all aspects of the affected by it anyway. have] missed is one thing, get to download all that?”
high school experience.”
Tiffany Kwan (12) says, but if they see what is go-
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Family Feud

social skills,” Alipio-Jocson had a boyfriend when she gatherings is something
laughs. “Or I pretend like I was sixteen and my dad that will always exist.
have something to do like was really judgemental. [I However, these reunions
cook or tend to the kids.” wouldn’t want to] imagine do not fail to offer positives
However, even these tac- that situation with me.” like eating good food and
tics can’t create a sure escape
Huang has per- seeing favorite relatives
route from the interaction. haps the most effec- again. From avoiding inva“In the worst-case sce- tive method of evasion. sive questions to enjoying
Liana Dong
nario, I change the con“I just walk with my time together, gatherings
Staff Writer
versation to something parents,” she says. “Just fol- definitely have both posgeneric, like school, so low your parents around.” itive and negative qualiRequiring numerous ties that many students at
As incessant notifications ings comes from simply not that I don’t have to give
a
lot
of
personal
facts
techniques
that can be American can relate to.
on parents’ phones across speaking often enough to
the nation discuss the lo- create close relationships. away,” Alipio-Jocson ex- hard to execute, unwantcation and happenings of
Feliza Alipio-Jocson plains. “My step-cousin ed conversation at family
festive family gatherings, (11) explains, “I’m super
the mayhem of the ex- close to my dad’s side so
tended family group just gathering is super fun,
hits differently. For many but with my mom’s [side],
people, family gatherings it gets super awkward
are an experience to both because we’re practicallook forward to and dread. ly strangers that see each
Although meeting with other every other year.
close family members can Like, I started [my English
be enjoyable, conversing extra credit] on Christwith certain relatives poses mas. I was that bored.” Much of the Internet responded to the Iran airstrike earlier this
a challenge that many peoFor Bianca Dong (12), month through memes and jokes. What does this say about the
ple would rather not face. family gatherings are
As with all things, fami- enjoyable besides un- way our generation has learned to react to the world around us?
ly gatherings can have pos- warranted
questions.
itive and negative aspects.
“[I like] the red enve- Annie Liu
“[Family gatherings] lopes. The food, I guess? A Editor-in-Chief
make me feel happy be- lot of it is homemade. The
#WorldWar3. ing like this after we get memes and online jokes as
cause I feel like I have best type of family gatherThis was the comfort- drafted for World War 3.” a way to react to significant
people supporting me,” ing is one where you can ing hashtag that I found Others posted various vid- events in our lives. It makes
Joan Huang (10) says. bond over food and drink, when I opened Twitter on eos of what their response sense—memes are easily
“But they always ask me but I don’t really like any one of the first days of the would be if they were to be digestible bits of informaabout my classes and call [other parts]. The questions month. What a great way drafted for World War 3.. tion that audiences can
me really [dark-skinned]. like ‘How’s school?’ [and] to start off the new year
While the chances of view and understand withThey’re like, ‘Why isn’t ‘Where do you want to go and decade, right? Upon a third world war actu- in seconds, as opposed to
[your skin] lighter?’ It gets for college?’ are the worst.” closer inspection, though, ally occurring due to the longer articles. Yet, it also
annoying because they’re
When questions like I found that despite the airstrike were low, the sheds some light on the
always starting conver- these come up, they can horrifying hashtag name, Internet wasted no time role of humor in the way
sations about the same be difficult to avoid. most of the posts un- in getting the hashtag to we react to things. In rethings that I don’t real“My family’s pretty der the hashtag were trending. This led to a cent years, many otherwise
ly want to talk about, but big so if I hate someone, just meme after meme. mixed response from us- harrowing world events
I still love [my family].” I include a nearby person
Here’s the context: on ers. While many people have seen responses that
Sometimes, the unpleas- into the conversation and January 3, an American found the memes enter- bordered between humor
antness of family gather- gradually fade out. Basic drone targeted and killed taining—the most popular and distress, and as memes
Iranian major general ones gained nearly 100,000 have skyrocketed in popQasim Soleimani near likes—others found them ularity with the advancethe Baghdad Internation- to be a clear display of in- ment of the Internet, it
al Airport. This instantly sensitivity and privilege. seems only fitting that the
heightened tensions be- One Twitter user under the two have joined together to
tween Iran and the United username of @Amy_Fallas form such memes regardStates, and the interna- expressed, “I'm usually all ing serious topics. At the
tional community feared about memes and comedic core, this phenomenon rethat it would escalate to relief, but literally millions veals the new way in which
a more serious situation. of lives are at risk, so please our generation has develMeanwhile, though, the stop with your World War oped a way to respond to
Internet was escalating the [3] jokes. If you lived in the world around us, and
situation in an entirely dif- a war zone or had family as the Internet continues to
ferent direction: thousands and friends who lived un- expand, the role of memes
of tweets poured online in der these conditions, you will more than likely prowhich people posted in- would not be making light liferate as well in its role as
creasingly creative memes of the current situation.” a part of popular culture.
regarding the situation However, many of those
So no, you’re not getpotentially escalating into who actively engaged in ting drafted. But that joke
a third world war. One posting the memes ex- about a recent event? Yeah,
Twitter user under the plained that the memes you can count on that to
username @NinjaGamer- were a way to cope with the be in a Twitter draft, ready
Boss posted a viral picture harrowing news headlines. for its author to send it
One of the perks of family gatherings is the spread of food that
of a Snapchat map with
While both sides make out to the world and make
various relatives purchase or make themselves. “It’s always good
users’ locations all show- valid points, it’s interesting it the next viral meme.
food because I’m Taiwanese,” Huang says. “I like nian gao [rice
ing up in Iran, with the to note the Internet genercakes] and mi fen [noodles] the most.”
caption “Snap maps look- ation’s tendency to turn to

Navigating family gatherings as
the year comes to a close

When in Doubt,
Meme it Out
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As their time in high school rapidly draws to a close, what do seniors
think of the last four years of their lives?

January can mean a multitude of different things depending on who you ask. For
some, January marks a fresh
start, and with the new year
comes a whole new list of
optimistic resolutions. For
freshmen, January is the first
time they get to experience
the stress of finals week, and
for teachers, January comes
with a pile of final projects
and essays to grade. For seniors, however, January can
serve as a time of reflection.
One of the first things
that comes to mind when
thinking about the past
are things that could have
been
done
differently,
“My biggest regret was
thinking I had to take Chem
Honors to do well in high
school,” says Jovian Chang
(12). “That class… tanked
my self-esteem, seeing that
I was the only kid out of my
whole entire class that was
failing that class so badly.”
Despite this, the unfortunate consequences of biting
off more than you can chew
often do result in a helpful realization. For Chang,
this was realizing that science was not the subject
for him and that he should
instead look for subjects
that genuinely interest him.

Katelyn Zou (12) mentions that one of her biggest
regrets would be not working
harder as an underclassman.
“That stuff hurts real
bad when senior [year]
hits and you have to reflect upon you immaturity in the past,” she states.
At times, there's just
something that people wish
they could redo because of
the consequences of that action. For Seher Alvi (12),
this was not being more involved with the student body.
"I wish that I had joined
leadership or participated
in student government activities more actively," she
says. "It really does help you
connect with the school and
your classmates a lot better."
Certain academic decisions can also be extremely regretful in hindsight.
"I should have let my pride
go and gotten math tutoring… I am so bad at math and
needed professional help and
probably could have fixed my
grades by seeking it," states
Zou. "Our school had a math
tutoring program but I never had the courage to go."
Zou also details the story of her running for a student leadership position.
"I would redo when I ran
for ASB because I made my

American Eagles
to see what this
to offer t

dse (10)
n
e

The Mid-Year Crisis

Shreya Daschoudhary
Staff Writer

Emyr
Staff W

campaign too meme-based,
and I would tell my younger
self not to run! The embarrassment I get looking back
hurts more than the pain of
wondering what could be."
However, sometimes the
things people want to do again
are positive as well. Chang
says that his water polo Senior
Night was definitely something he wanted to relive.
“It was so cool and fun to
just see the smiles on people’s faces as we beat the
other team. The amount
of food there and all of the
people there just made the

My new year's resolution is just to
try to make it through the year—to
survive.
I’m definitely looking forward
toward swimming and my music.
I play piano and I’m also on the
swim team, so I really want to
improve in both of those fields, because both of those are my passions.

night that much more special. Getting posters when I
didn't expect posters was really cool as well,” Chang says.
Of course, life usually
has ups to complement the
downs. These fond memories can range from bonding events with friends to
fun class events. For Alvi,
it was her sophomore
year during science class.
“My fondest memories are
messing up my labs in Honors Chem with my friends,
and all the fire alarms that
got pulled during finals. I
hope college won’t be too
serious and we can mess
around then,” she says.
Based on the various positive
and negative experiences seniors have had in high school
they do have a few words of
advice for underclassmen.

Finals mark the beginning of the second half of the
school year, as well as serve as a reminder that the
end of the academic term is truly not that far away. To
seniors, they can act as a wake-up call, emphasizing
that college is but a few months away. “I definitely
hope I can make more friends and learn some inde-

“Be yourself… a lot of people tend to code-switch and
try to act cool; it kind of isn’t.
It is hard with peer pressure
to be yourself… [but] don’t
change to accommodate
other people,” says Chang.
Alvi says that “even if
something seems hard, stick
with it. It will get better.”
Although the middle of the
year can be a time of looking
back at the past, it can also
be good for thinking about
the future. Zou mentions that
some things she wants to do
before the end of the year are
to go on an out-of-state trip
with her friends, have a picnic at the playground at night
with friends, and participate
in the Battle of the Bands.
Alvi states that before she
graduates, she wants to slack
off in class for once and also
say thank you to her teachers from the past four years.
Chang shares that he is looking forward to college sports.
“I [will] miss high school
sports, but I’m relatively excited to see how college sports
work out. I hope I can meet a
lot of new people, learn more
about what I’m going to study
at college, and make college one heck of a lifetime.”
High school is definitely a time of learning and
self-discovery. There are all
kinds of new experiences
to be had, some good and
some bad. However, in the
end, everything contributes
to making someone who
they are. While the good can
be a positive thing to carry
into college and beyond, the
bad can be valuable as well.
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Learning new
things, preparing
to be an adult, getting ready for the
future, and being
independent.
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I want to try to be more positive this year, because I was
too negative last year...and
the last decade sucked. [Being more positive] will help
me meet new people and
that's nice.
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Hopefully, my shin
splints will finally go
away. It's a small
chance, but I'm
hoping for it.
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[I’m looking
forward to]
ending junior
year,because
it sucks. It's too
stressful, and I have to
worry about the SAT, and I need to get
that perfect score...I’ll be done by June.
That's my motivation: to finish.
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Being successful in freshman year, which I know
is probably pretty easy
to do because it’s freshman year.
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I'm
excited
for the
musical.
I'm good at it. This
is
gonna sound really egotistical,
but I really like performing
arts—especially musicals and
plays—because I like to sing,
and I also like to be recognized
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“First thing [of the new
year]... maybe I should get
my life together before we
all die in a nuclear war. I'm
looking forward to going
through everything that life
has to offer, whether it's good
or bad—because I know there
will be both. I'm looking forward to
participating more in school…[in] clubs;
for example, speech and debate. We're hoping to do
really well this year. We've gotten a boost of membership this year, and we're really working hard
trying to help our new members and help them
participate in competitions.
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The Risks with Freedom
Aarya Vaidya
Staff Writer

Closed Campus Lunches at American

With American being in
a prime location in Fremont with restaurants and
parks in walking distance,
it would seem convenient
to be able to leave campus
during breaks. As American continues to be a school
with closed campus lunches,
many students feel that open
campus lunches allow them
to have a better time to relax.
“With [an] off campus
lunch,.. [more students
would be] having and getting lunch from outside
and not from school or
home. I do prefer off-campus because then I can get
food from outside of school
and eat during lunch,” said
Vineeth Kandukuri (12).
While many do prefer an
open campus lunch, AHS administration already has to
deal with a variety of issues

with closed campus lunches. Some say that these same
problems would be magnified
with open campus lunches.
“[Students] have a hard
time going back to class
when they are in the rotunda.
There would be nothing preventing them from hanging
out at McDonald’s or T4 for a
little longer than they should
be… It would have to do a
lot with attendance problems,” explained Assistant
Principal Ms. Watson-Bird.
Some students agree that
it is unrealistic to allow students to leave campus to buy
lunch and purchase food.
“If students go off campus,
then everyone would go and
it would take longer to get
your food that you ordered.
You would risk being late to
your next class,” explained
a student who wished

On Your Marks…

Despite challenges, the American track team prepares for a new season.
Emyr Ortiz
Staff Writer
The ball drops, the fireworks
go off, and the calendar on
the wall is now outdated.
It's the new year. For most
people, this marks a new opportunity to set new goals,
learn new things, stop procrastinating, and turn their
lives around. Yet for others,
the new year marks something even greater than this,
something far greater than
them or anyone they know.
The new year is when the
track season gets going again.
Yet, tThe off-season has not
been kind to most track and
field members. Thanksgiving
potlucks and winter dinners
have added a few pounds
of
less-than-aerodynamic
material. So what are they
doing to get back in shape?
“ [Conditioning is] at least
two hours after school,” says
distance track member Anuraag Murugesan (10). “Either
we go to Quarry lLakes, or we
go [to the track].” When at
the American track, the distance team can do any number of activities, from core
exercises to sprints. When at
Quarry Lakes, Murugesan
says that the distance team
usually runs up to eight miles
at Quarry Lakes—certainly
enough to burn off the winter fat. However, the distance
team is only one part of track
and field. Many more stu-

dents are currently conditioning for the track team,
which does sprints and relays.
“We can be in the weight
room
doing
exercises
thereWe run two laps around
the track for a warm-up and
then we do stretches,” says
track member Geoffrey Tang
(10), describing a typical
conditioning session. “Or
we’ll be on the track doing
speeds or other exercises.
After that, it depends... if we
have a run day, we would
just run the 200 meters [and
other distances]...sometimes,
we have weight room days,
where we just go into the
weight room and lift weights.”
Unfortunately the lead
up to the track season is
not without its hurdles.
“At American, it's kind
of hard [to condition], because the track is sand and
[like] a backyard. It's hard
to run on sand; you do your
start, and then you slip, because it's sand that you can't
do anything on. Sand...it's
terrible. I hate it,” says Tang.
This sentiment is backed
by other members of the
team. When asked what the
biggest struggle he faced
on the team was, Murugesan said it was the track.
“It’s rainy season, so
the track is always really muddy and gross. You

to

remain anonymous.
Furthermore, safety concerns are a major issue, especially involving with the traffic.
“I think with more and
more traffic in the city of
Fremont and with kids
who are still new to driving
themselves...it would lead to
more accidents or incidents
involving vehicular problems,” said Ms. Watson-Bird.
Even though there are differences in whether American should or should not have
an open campus lunch, most
can agree and understand the
benefits of increased safety.
“I think the safety concerns
are justified enough to keep
on campus lunch so that students can be safe and parents
don’t have to worry about
their kid[s],” said Kandukuri.

would be lucky if your
shins aren't really dirty.”
The Even the field part
of the track and field
team also struggles with
the
questionable
condition of the facilities.
“[The fields at American
are] horrible,” complains
discus and shot put member Iman Tariq (10). “ I have
twisted my ankle so many
times just trying to run back
and forth to get my shot and
disk…[James Logan’s and
the Tak field] is way better.
Our grass is really [long],
there's always bird poop,
[and] there's always some
kind of groundhog hole.”
Even track coach Mr.
Lindsay is less than thrilled
with the situation at American. As a result of the less
than ideal facilities here, the
track team often has to go
to Tak Fudenna Stadium to
practice on the track there.
Mr. Lindsay sees this as an
encumbrance to the team.
“[With better facilities]
we could have more people on the team, because it
gets very difficult to practice
it at Tak with three or four
other schools there. So we
have to limit the amount
of athletes we have. We can
also get done with practice
earlier because we wouldn't
have to travel and start later and Tak. But if we actually had adequate facilities
that would benefit all of the
student athletes because
they would have it here.
Even when we go to Tak,
we have to share stuff. So,
if we actually had our own

facilities, it would be a lot
more efficient for practice.”
While to an outside eye,
a track and field team having
a subpar track and field may
seem like a major issue, the
team has gotten used to it.
“That's the attitude. What are
you going to do?” says Murugesan. “You can't go build a
track. That costs money, and
there's no way we’re going
to get a [better] track, because we’re so underfunded.”
Even Tariq, who practices
in the unkempt fields and has
had countless incidents involving the groundhog holes,
simply states, “It's something
you gotta do. We have to do
what we have to do. We have to
make do with what we have.”
Lindsay also shares the
attitude that not much can
be done, but having learned
that from first-hand experience, he is a lot less easygoing with the situation.
“Until the district decides
that athletics is important,
and that we should all have
adequate facilities, nothing
is going to happen, because
they just keep saying, ‘we
don't have the money we
don't have the money,’” Lindsay explains. “We've gone to
the school board and we've
made presentations and it
just falls on ‘We don't have
the money.’ There's no reason a school district that has
five high school should have
one facility that's decent.”
So despite the struggles, the
team they continues on, improving themselves as much
as they can with the facilities
provided. And to Mr. Lindsay,
the track coach, this drive to
just deal with it and try their
best to improve it is enough.
As coach, he sees this as more
important than the facilities, or even winning races.
“My main focus is not on
how much we win. It's how
much we improve, how much
the athletes can reach their
potential. So if they work
hard, they reach their potential, and they're consistently
getting [personal records]
then doesn't really matter if
we're winning the race or winning the meet. It's just more
about getting the student ath-

letes to reach their potential.”
This year, Lindsay believes that goal is in reach.
“I think that this year we
have a really good group of
student athletes—not just
good athletes, but good
people.,” he describes. “So
I think it's going to be a fun
year; it's going to be exciting
to watch people get better.”

are

“Why U Start so
Early???” Cont.

significantly reduced.
Now that I listed the reasons
to get enough sleep, I believe
there is a question that is on
many’s might. So how much
sleep is considered enough
to get these health benefits?
The majority of high
schoolers sleep at around
eleven o’clock, and to match
the recommended sleeping
hours, Time Magazine recommends students should
wake up at 7:30 to feel more
awake and energized. With
American starting at eight in
the morning and traffic problems, not many students can
afford to sleep that long. Time
Magazine also mentions that
lack of sleep affects students’
studies by being a type of distraction. Students who can’t
keep their eyes from closing
end up falling asleep in class
and miss out on their lessons
which causes them to be unprepared for their test. In
high school, teachers teach
the materials at a much faster pace compared to junior
high school. If you miss any
part of the lesson, more than
likely, the student will not
be able to understand other things that are taught to
them. When they take time
at school to sleep, students
will spend double the time
at night to teach themselves
what they missed. This cycle
will only continue and worsen until they get the sleep
they need. But hey, there is
some good news for all students. Due to the new California law, the earliest schools
can start is 8:30, and this does
not include any zero periods.
So ina few years, the school
will be actually starting later!
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Struggling With Sickness During Sports Season
How do student-athletes deal with the infuriating side effects of being sick?

Shreya Daschoudhary
Staff Writer
Bruises, sprained joints,
and broken limbs are definitely not an uncommon
occurrence when it comes
to sports. They often have
rather straightforward fixes
too: apply a cast here, an
ice pack there, and rest for
a few days before coming
back to practice. Ailments
such as the common cold,
however, aren’t as straightforward. While it isn’t as
serious as a broken bone,
the constant congestion,
runny nose, and headaches make for an incredibly frustrating experience.
"I get sick about two
or three times during
swim season, because it
depends on the weather,"
says Moga Pendse (10).
The actual cause of sickness depends on more than
just weather conditions
though; factors such as
stress can also influence the
probability of falling sick.
"I usually don't get
very sick during the tennis season because of the
constant exercise," states
a student who wishes
to remain anonymous.
"[However], this year, I
felt very fatigued during

Spirit Week, because there
was so much going on
on top of the tennis season, and my energy was
just constantly drained."
How does sickness affect
practice? "Being sick makes
me less focused and hardworking during practice,”
mentions Angelle Mercado (10). “I can't effectively
put the critiques I receive
from my coach into effect."
"It feels terrible to
practice because I am
in a terrible mood the
whole time and can barely move around," agrees
an anonymous source.
Unfortunately for swimmers, the side effects of
being sick are especially
severe. Pendse recounts
how "it feels frustrating,
because swimming for
hours while being congested is extremely hard,
because you're constantly trying to gasp for air…
swimming with a cough
is pretty difficult because
when you breathe through
your mouth, water can
go in and then you start
coughing even more."
The adverse effects of
illness have rather nega-

“Is the Calander Shift Finally Taking Place”
Cont.
plemented, the summer
break would have to be
shortened by a few weeks.
What do students
say about this? Are
they okay with shortening their summer break
for the calendar shift?
Nicole Lai, a junior
and a member of the student council says, “I think
it depends on how long
our summer [is reduced
by]. If the shift makes
the summer shorter permanently, I feel like students would start having
second thoughts. I, personally, would be okay
with a shorter summer.”
However, not to fret—this
proposed shift wouldn’t
permanently shorten the
summer or lengthen the
school year. It would only
shorten the summer by
one to three weeks for the
first few years, but it does

not change the number of
school days—just which
days of the year they are.
Extra time to study is
not the only benefit of the
calendar shift. Fall sports
start before school starts,
but with the shift, the
sports would start simultaneously with the school.
The first official day of
practice is August 12th.
Along with benefits
for academics, the shift
would also put FUSD on
a more similar schedule
compared to the school
districts
around
us.
Neti says, “We would be
in accordance with the districts around us, because
a lot of districts around
us already do implement
this shifted calendar.”
Districts such as San
Ramon have already implemented this calendar
shift. On December 15,

tive mental impacts as well.
"If I feel fatigued, then
it feels absolutely terrible to practice, because
I am in a terrible mood
the whole time and can
barely move around," says
an anonymous source.
"Not being able to work
at my full potential makes
me feel angry and very
frustrated, because I want
to do my best all the time,
but my body just won't allow it," adds Pendse. "Being sick at a meet is especially horrifying because
you're not in the right
mindset while swimming."
As with any terrible
situation, there are ways
to make it more bearable.
For instance, Mercado
states that she makes herself feel better by sleeping

early and having foods
like elderberries to boost
her
immune
system.
An anonymous source
advises against pushing
oneself "to the absolute
limit… Make sure you have
enough time for friends,
family, and schoolwork.”
Pendse states that one of
the ways to ease the symptoms is “doing yoga, because it actually does help.
Also, make sure you’re
constantly drinking water throughout practice so
you don’t get dehydrated.”
Interestingly enough,
although the symptoms
of sickness can make it
difficult to concentrate
on things, athletes tend
not to skip practice unless absolutely necessary.
“I try not to skip prac-

tice unless I am really sick
with a fever or throwing up,” says Mercado.
An anonymous source
mentions that they have
never
skipped
practice while they were
sick, although “whenever
any…teammates
did, Mr. Hunt was very
kind and understanding.”
Sickness can affect student-athletes in rather severe ways. It can lead to
frustration during practice,
a greatly lowered performance level during games,
and immense frustration
due to a combination of
all of these factors. Despite
this, athletes still choose
to go through everything
out of love for their sports.

Athletes on the school swim team practice and train in the swimming pool on campus. “Sometimes practice does aggravate the symptoms, especially when your chest is congested,” says Pendse.
“You’re trying to gasp for air while trying not to get any water in your lungs.”
2015, the San Ramon Valley Board of Education
approved the 2016-2017
Instructional
Calendar.
This calendar ends the first
semester before the Winter
Break, shifting the calendar forward by one week.
Pavithra Movva, a junior at California High
School in San Ramon,
says, “I like having my finals before winter break,
because it allows me to
enjoy my break...Also, the
material we learn is still
fresh in my head. We also
have more access to teachers on campus to ask clarifying questions. It just allows us to have a fresh start
along with the new year.”
Along with school-related benefits, time spent

with family would increase, as during winter
break, students wouldn’t
be stressing over finals.
Movva says, “I have
friends whose schools
haven’t implemented the
calendar shift yet, and
it's really hard when we
want to meet up during
break. They constantly just
complain about finals, and
they’re usually always just
preparing for finals.”
This shift may seem like
it has a universal impact
on everyone, but parents
don’t seem to be affected.
Parents usually don’t get
as big of a summer break
like their children do, so
their children may be left
at home alone.
One parent, Sai Kumar,

says, “The shift doesn’t
really affect me that much,
because my daughter is old
enough to take care of herself at home alone. Even
if we have trips planned,
we usually plan them in
the middle of summer so
[that] we have some leisure time before and after
the trip.”
If you are a freshman or
sophomore, get ready for
a change in the calendar.
Even though this has been
a common topic over the
years, this year may be different as the shift is finally
on the negotiating table
with the FUSD Board.
Finals before winter break
may be happening after
all!
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This can be your clear year Who is the New You
Read some amazing facial routines our students at
American do
Khushi Kanchibotla
Staff Writer

“I wake up and wash my face with Curology. I put sunscreen on and then I put lotion on. I’ve been using Curology for around 2 months; [there is] a website, and a
dermatologist is assigned to you. They ask a bunch of
questions about your skin, and then they prescribe a
specialized medication. It’s like $30 per month, which
I think is worth the money. Sunscreen is very important, and you should put it on every single day. It works
great for your skin and [protection against] UV rays.”
Nikita Chaudary (10)
“I only wash my face with face soap every other day, because it is really sensitive, but I do wash it with a cloth
every day. In the morning, I put moisturizer on because my skin is really dry. In the winter, I spray some
water on my skin or a lighting toner. About every other week, I put a face mask on. I also try to put sunscreen on, but I don’t put as much as I do in the summer than in the winter, because I get lazy. I use rose
water too, and it just makes your skin feel really nice.”
Audrey Yu (11).
“I wash my face in the morning and then at night with
a foaming cleanser. I then put on rich hazel toner and
a moisturizer. [For] the days [on which] I have really bad acne, I use tea tree oil to treat it. I also have eczema, so I have to put a lot of moisturizer around my
neck. In the winter, I would use a thicker cream, and
in summer, I would use a lighter one. I’ve kept this
routine since freshman year, and it’s proven effective.”
Jennifer Lee (12)

“I wash my face two times a day, and then I put on toner and
two moisturizers. I’ve kept this routine for about one and
a half years, and it’s proven quite effective. I try my best to
keep it constant, but sometimes I get lazy. I want to keep my
skin clean, because it makes me personally feel confident.”
Amy Wu (10)

“I wash my face with Naive face wash—peach flavored,
but I like the aloe vera one better. After that, I put on my
toner by Nature Republic, and you have to be very careful to not put it around your eyes, because it might make
[your skin] soggy. Then, I use aloe vera soothing gel and
I put it all over my face, usually at night time. I also put
sunscreen on it the morning. Drinking water also helps
a lot. I’ve started this routine over the summer, and it
has proven quite effective.”
Wenchi Lai (11)

If you got 30-170

If you got 171-310

If you got 311-420

The year 2020 is the best
year for your creativity to
bloom! Create something
new and you will attract
attention.

This year, there will be a lot of
new opportunities waiting for
you! Don’t reject them—greet
them with open arms!

2019 didn’t treat you right,
but don’t worry: 2020 will.
Make sure to leave all the
regrets and painful memories behind. Think of this
as a chance to start anew.

of the New Year?

What might happen to you in 2020? Make your
choices and add up the points to find out.

Nydia Kuo
Staff Writer

Pick a landscape

A-5

B-20

C-35

D-40

E-55
What did you see first?

F-70

Angels-5

Devils-20

Don’t Know-35

Bats-40

All of the
above-55
Place you want to go

None-70

Japan-5

Taiwan-20

England-35

China-40
Thailand-55
El Salvador-70
Which Genre Would You Read?

Horror-5

Science
Historical
Fiction-70
Fiction-55
When You Have Free Time You Would…

Romance-50

Sleep-5

Eat-20

Study-35

Watch TV-50

Be with friends-55

Wonder
what are you
doing in life-70

What Subject Do You Hate The Most?

Math-5

Science- 20

English-40

P.E-55

History-35

Nah, Likes All70
Add up your score and see answers on the left of this page

